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Sudden population disappearances are a possibility in natural systems. Human-caused
reddening of noise — increasing the autocorrelation of noise — may make sudden population
disappearances more likely because red noise can enlarge the period and magnitude of
perturbations, potentially overwhelming species’ natural compensatory responses and
pushing species’ population dynamics away from equilibria into transient dynamics and close
to extinction. Furthermore, species’ natural compensatory responses are related to life history
along the slow-fast continuum. This interaction of slow-fast life history plus red noise may be
a potent factor producing sudden population disappearances. Using a simple mathematical
technique with the classic Rozenzweig-MacArthur consumer resource model, we created an
experiment varying the consumer’s maximum population growth rate, effectively varying the
consumer’s life history along the slow-fast continuum. Initial slowing of the consumer’s growth
rate increased the stability of the consumer-resource model with added stochasticity. Slowing
the consumer’s growth rate further and reddening the noise decreased the stability with
population disappearances occurring frequently. Taken together, we have shown that slow life
histories can both stabilize or destabilize interactions depending on the relative speeds within
the interaction. Disconcertingly with a reddening world, larger and slower organisms may be
especially prone to experiencing transient-driven sudden population disappearances.
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The sudden or unexpected loss of a species has been observed both empirically and
theoretically. These dramatic population disappearances include the collapse of Atlantic cod
(Gadus morhua) fisheries in Newfoundland [1] and the abrupt decline of blue walleye (Sander
vitreus glaucus) [2]. Although some population disappearances can be caused by a
precipitous change in an environmental factor, such as overfishing in the case of the Atlantic
cod fisheries [1], disconcertingly, even a small gradual change in a variable can cause a
sudden population disappearance. The blue walleye decline, for example, is thought to have
been caused by the slow onset of eutrophication [2] and is akin to deterministic theoretical
arguments for population disappearances that are driven by slow extrinsic factors [3–5].
Although interesting, evidence for completely deterministic population disappearances may
be hard to find in a variable or “noisy” world. Yet intriguingly, noise combining with
deterministic species interactions could be a driving force behind population disappearances
[6].
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Researchers have started examining how noise — especially red noise (see Box 1 for
definitions) — can exacerbate population disappearances. Specifically, climate change is
reddening environmental noise by increasing the spatial and temporal autocorrelation of
climate variables [7,8] which can act to lengthen periods of suboptimal conditions for
organisms [9]. Under extended suboptimal conditions, populations are driven to smaller and
smaller numbers with demographic stochasticity often hastening local extinction [9]. The
responsiveness of the organism including growth rate and the level of compensatory
dynamics through density dependence can dictate the ability of the organism to escape
extinction where highly responsive (high growth rate or over-compensatory dynamics)
organisms are more likely to escape extinction when experiencing reddened noise [9–11].
Although red noise can lead to longer suboptimal conditions, red noise may also be expected
to effectively enlarge the period and magnitude of a perturbation in any direction, potentially
overwhelming the organism’s density dependent compensatory responses that would
normally bring the populations back to equilibria. The nonlinear dynamics away from the
equilibria (hereafter referred to as non-local nonlinear dynamics, see Box 1) may be important
in causing sudden population disappearances. Indeed, as illustrated by van der Bolt et al. [12]
and Laakso et al. [13] who found that reddened noise can lead to critical transitions and
reddened noise interacts with deterministic nonlinear dynamics to impact population extinction
risk, reddened noise is useful to examine how noise and non-local nonlinear dynamics could
cause sudden population disappearances.
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Furthermore, researchers have been intrigued by how population life history traits may tie into
extinction, with researchers finding that slow and fast life histories can amplify or mute noise
and variability. Slow life histories are often associated with slow population growth rate (low r),
large body size, and long generation times while fast life histories tend to exhibit fast
population growth, small body size, and short generation times (Figure 1a) [14–17]. In
general, theoretical research has found that faster organisms tend to produce
overcompensatory dynamics and instability compared to slower organisms [18,19].
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Consistent with this, empirical research has found negative correlations between population
variability (one measure of stability) and both body size and generation time, and positive
correlations between population variability and growth rates across multiple taxa and
kingdoms [20–23]. Taken together, larger and slower organisms appear capable of buffering
small perturbations better than small and fast organisms; however, especially when
perturbations are reddened or auto-correlated, this same slow growth response may ensure
that slow organisms are more likely to be pushed away from the equilibria.
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These collective results suggest a gradient of stability along the slow-fast life history
continuum (Figure 1b). Specifically, small fast-growing species are likely to show strong
unstable over-compensatory responses. Slowing the life history speed by a small amount is
likely stabilizing because the organisms will be deterministically stable [18,19] and capable of
buffering small perturbations near the equilibrium. However, slowing the life history speed by
a large amount is likely destabilising because the organism’s slow growth rates allow them to
be easily moved away from the equilibrium, especially by autocorrelated or large
perturbations [24,25]. Once a population is moved away from equilibrium they become
subject to the vagaries of different nonlinear dynamics that can fundamentally alter the
outcomes of the system including transient and sudden extinction. Although slowing the life
history by a small amount may be initially stabilising, slowing the life history by a large amount
plus reddening climate signals may be a hotbed for finding nonlinear transient dynamics that
produce sudden population disappearances.
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Here, we examine this potential stability gradient along the slow-fast life history continuum
with a specific focus on sudden population disappearances in a reddened world. Specifically,
we examine the consumer-resource interaction – a fundamental building block of whole
communities – because it has been well described by allometric arguments that are
conducive to slow-fast theory [26,27]. We use a longstanding and elegant technique called
slow-fast modeling to scale the intrinsic maximum growth rate of the consumer so that we can
vary life history along the slow-fast continuum (Figure 1a). This slow-fast modeling technique
allows us to examine how changing the consumer’s growth rate impacts the stability of the
consumer-resource interaction while experimentally controlling the underlying deterministic
dynamics (Figure 1b). We examined the stability implications in the consumer’s growth rate
through the classic linear stability analysis and through adding stochasticity ranging from
white to red noise. Overall, we show that life history as predicted sets up a stability gradient
with slow life histories especially sensitive to sudden population disappearances when
perturbed by reddened noise.
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Figure 1 a) Comparison of empirical relationship between the slow-fast life history continuum
and consumer maximum growth rate, r [14] with the equivalent relationship between 1/ε (as a
stand in for life history) and consumer maximum growth rate, r, in the consumer-resource
model. In the consumer-resource model, ε scales the e·amax and m parameters in the
consumer equation such that consumer maximum growth rate (e·amax – m) decreases with
increasing 1/ε where e is the efficiency or conversion rate of consumed resources into new
consumers, amax is the maximum rate of resources that can be consumed (1/h), and m is the
mortality rate of the consumer. b) Conceptual illustration of hypothesized relationship between
life history speed and instability. Hypothesized relationship is similar to the check mark
relationship between energy flux and the maximum real eigenvalue in classic consumerresource theory.
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Box 1 Key terms and definitions
Stochasticity/Noise: In modeling, stochasticity/noise is considered to be all that is left out of a
model (the deterministic skeleton which describes the process of interest) [6]. Modelers
introduce stochasticity back into a model as a simplification of all the other processes
happening at multiple scales. These other processes can either be intrinsic where variables
of interest are averages of lower-level processes or extrinsic where stochasticity represents
the effect of other variables and processes not explicitly modelled [6].
Red noise: Red noise is when noise from time points close together are similar (positively
autocorrelated). Red noise is the opposite of blue noise where noise from time points close
together are completely different (negatively autocorrelated). White noise is in between red
and blue noise where noise is random with respect to time. When examining the power
spectrum of the different noise types, red noise exhibits decreasing power with increasing
frequency, white noise exhibits equal power across all frequencies, and blue noise exhibits
increasing power with increasing frequency.
Stability: Stability can have many definitions [28]. Here, we define stability using the local
linear perturbation analysis. We also expand the definition of stability to include stochasticity
where unstable dynamics under stochasticity include oscillations that take dynamics close to
extinction (similar to variability-driven species collapse [29]).
Non-local nonlinear dynamics: Nonlinear dynamics occur in systems that react
disproportionately to initial conditions or a small perturbation. These dynamics can include
chaos and limit cycles. In this study, we differentiate between local and non-local nonlinear
dynamics. Local nonlinear dynamics are dynamics when system trajectories are close to the
equilibria in phase space. Non-local nonlinear dynamics are dynamics when system
trajectories are far from equilibria. We differentiate between local and non-local nonlinear
dynamics because the dynamics will usually be different.
Transient dynamics: Transient dynamics occur before the asymptotic end points (in other
words when the attractors have been reached). Specifically, transient dynamics are a
persistent dynamical pattern that lasts for several generations but that is not the stable longterm end point dynamics [30]. In ecological research, transients are important because
human observation and conservation management of ecosystems occur over short time
scales relative to the time scales required to reach the asymptotic end points [30,31]. One
potential outcome from transient dynamics are sudden population disappearances (see
Figure 2) that would have been missed from using solely an asymptotic dynamics analysis.
Quasi-cycle: Quasi-cycles are a result of stochasticity resonating with damped oscillations
surrounding an interior equilibrium [6,32,33]. Frequencies in the stochastic noise that most
closely resemble the period of the damped oscillations are amplified. Thus, a power spectrum
would show all frequencies with the frequency of the damped oscillations having the highest
power [32]. In contrast, a power spectrum of deterministic damped oscillations would show a
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single frequency [6]
Quasi-canard: A quasi-canard is a stochastically induced version of a deterministic canard. A
deterministic canard is when a system’s solution follows an attracting manifold, passes over a
critical point along this manifold, and then follows a repelling manifold [34]. In the consumerresource model, the canard solution slowly follows the resource isocline (the attracting
manifold) until the maximum point of the isocline is reached (the critical point), then the
solution quickly jumps to the consumer axis before slowly following the consumer axis (the
repelling manifold). Finally, the solution quickly jumps back to the resource isocline and
repeats the canard cycle. When stochasticity is introduced, trajectories can combine both
small oscillations around the equilibria and large relaxation oscillations qualitatively similar to
deterministic canards. Generally, these patterns are called mixed mode oscillations [34].
However, we use the term quasi-canards in this study as a comparison to quasi-cycles.
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In this study, we used the classic Rosenzweig-MacArthur consumer-resource model but with
the addition of the parameter ε to separate a slow and a fast variable. In this case, the
resource is the “fast” variable and the consumer is the “slow” variable.
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where r is the intrinsic growth rate of the resource (R), k is the carrying capacity of the
resource, a is the attack rate of the consumer (C), e is the efficiency or conversion rate of
consumed resources into new consumers, h is the handling time, and m is the consumer
mortality. For all analyses, r = 2.0, k = 3.0, a = 1.1, h = 0.8, and m = 0.4.
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Note, ε scales the consumer maximum growth rate (e·amax – m where amax is 1/h) because as
resources increases to infinity the type II functional response ( R/(R 0 + R) where R0 is 1/ah)
asymptotes at 1 leaving e·amax – m. Therefore, amax is the maximum rate of resources that can
be consumed. As a further illustration of this point, the r in the classic logistic equation is
equivalent to the consumer-resource maximum growth rate, e·amax – m, because when
resource density is small there is no density dependence.
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Overall, we use the parameter, ε, to scale the consumer’s intrinsic growth rate and effectively
manipulate the life history of the consumer along a slow-fast continuum (relative to the
resource) (Figure 1a).
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Small slowing of consumer growth rate
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Researchers often use the term excitability to describe the organism’s overcompensation
response leading to damped oscillations. The excitability of the consumer-resource interaction
has been mathematically studied within the context of changing energy fluxes into the
consumer [21,29]. Non-excitable dynamics are when the eigenvalues are real and the model
exhibits monotonic dynamics. In contrast, excitable dynamics are when the eigenvalues are
complex and the model exhibits oscillatory dynamics. The divide between excitable and nonexcitable is the real to complex divide in the eigenvalues of the model from the interior
equilibrium. Thus, we can examine how slowing the consumer’s growth rate (increasing 1/ε)
by a small amount impacts the real-complex divide. We numerically calculated the real to
complex divide for each value of 1/ε between 0.01 and 10 — with a step size of 0.001 in ε
(package LinearAlgebra.jl). For each 1/ε, we found the efficiency value, eR/C, where the
real/complex divide occurs (i.e. after 1/ε is set, the efficiency value is increased from the
efficiency value that produces the transcritical bifurcation until the eigenvalues switch from
real to complex, akin to finding the value at which the tip of the checkmark occurs in Gellner
and McCann [19]). This efficiency value was then used to calculate the proportion of efficiency
“parameter space” that produces real eigenvalues (Proportion Real) by subtracting the
real/complex divide efficiency value (eR/C) from the efficiency value at the Hopf bifurcation
(eHopf) and then dividing this value by the efficiency parameter distance between the
deterministic Hopf (eHopf) and transcritical (etranscritical) bifurcation efficiency values (note ε does
not change where the Hopf and transcritical bifurcation occur):
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Existing theory has found that stochastic perturbations can resonate with the excitability of the
consumer-resource model to extend the range of cyclic dynamics [29,32] producing what has
been termed quasi-cycles. These quasi-cycles generally do not threaten persistence because
they are small relative to the deterministic limit cycles. Nevertheless, if slowing the organism’s
life history reduces the excitability of the consumer-resource interactions, we should find that
a slowed consumer-resource interaction does not readily exhibit quasi-cycles, thus increasing
stability. To examine how slowing the consumer impacted quasi-cycles, we ran 1000
simulations each of the consumer-resource model with 1/ε values of 1 and 1.667 and where
the consumer variable was perturbed every time step with normally distributed noise (with
mean 0.0 and variance 0.001) (package DifferentialEquations.jl v6.20.0, Algorithms: Vern7 &
Rodas4 with automatic stiffness detection). We calculated the autocorrelation of the last 1000
time steps of each simulation for lags between 0 and 40 (function autocor, package StatsBase
v0.33.13). We then calculated the average autocorrelation value for each lag across the 1000
simulations for each simulation set with a different 1/ε value. As suggested by Pineda-Krch et
al. [32], we used autocorrelation to measure the manifestation of quasi-cycles where an
autocorrelation function from quasi-cycles would show pronounced low-amplitude oscillations
that decrease in amplitude with increasing lags.
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e Hopf − e R /C
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Large slowing of consumer growth rate
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To examine how slowing the consumer’s growth rate by a large amount affects the stability of
the consumer-resource interaction, we first extended the real/complex divide analysis above
to larger values of 1/ε. Next we examined the prevalence of extinction prone dynamics in
stochastically perturbed simulations of the consumer-resource model with varying ε and
efficiency values. These extinction prone dynamics are either a quasi-canard or settling on the
axial solution (the resource carrying capacity) (Figure 2). A quasi-canard creates a similar
pattern to the canard pattern that is found when the consumer isocline sits to the left of the
Hopf bifurcation point in a deterministic consumer-resource model [35]. For each simulation,
the consumer was perturbed with normally distributed noise (with mean 0.0 and variance
0.001) every time step (package DifferentialEquations.jl v6.20.0, Algorithms: Vern7 & Rodas4
with automatic stiffness detection). For each combination of ε and efficiency value, we
calculated the proportion of simulations that exhibited at least one quasi-canard. To calculate
the proportion of simulations with quasi-canards, we created an algorithm to check whether a
time series contained a quasi-canard (or landed on the axial solution). More details of this
algorithm can be found in the Supporting Information, but in short the algorithm includes a
return map at the maximum point of the resource isocline where canards and quasi-canards
must pass through. The algorithm also includes boxes along the attracting and repelling
manifolds (the right side of the resource isocline and the consumer axis respectively) through
which a quasi-canard should pass. Note, this first analysis considered only quasi-canards
because we wanted to establish the potential for quasi-canards with varying ε and efficiency
values. 1/ε was varied from 6.667 to 1,000. Our lower bound for 1/ε was set at 6.667 because
no quasi-canards can be found below this point. We set efficiency as either 0.5 (where the
deterministic dynamics are non-excitable), 0.65 (where the deterministic dynamics are
excitable but still locally stable), and 0.7 (where the deterministic dynamics are excitable, but
still locally stable, and close to the Hopf bifurcation). We ran 1,000 simulations with two
maximum time steps (6,000 and 24,000) for each combination of ε and efficiency. Two
maximum time steps were compared to show that increasing the maximum time steps
increases the proportion of quasi-canards that can be found due to the probabilistic nature of
the stochastic dynamics.
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Figure 2 Possible qualitative dynamics when 1/ε is large (small consumer growth rate) and
the consumer variable is stochastically perturbed. Blue is for the resource and orange is for
the consumer. The dynamics are split into population disappearance and stable. The two
possible population disappearance dynamics are quasi-canard and reaching the axial solution
(the resource carrying capacity). For the quasi-canard, note the trajectory moving up the
resource isocline before jumping to the consumer axis after passing the maximum of the
resource isocline. The trajectory then slowly moves down the consumer axis and finally jumps
to the resource isocline. The stable dynamic is noise around the interior equilibrium.
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To examine how reddened noise impacts the consumer-resource interaction when the
consumer growth rate has been slowed by a large amount, we changed the stochastic noise
from white noise to red noise for different combinations of ε and efficiency. We examined the
effect of reddened noise with only large decreases in consumer growth rate because small
decreases in consumer growth rate do not produce quasi-canards. For each combination of
noise type, ε, and efficiency, we ran 1000 simulations and calculated the proportion of
simulations that exhibited at least one quasi-canard, the proportion of simulations that
reached the axial solution but did not exhibit quasi-canards, and the proportion of simulations
that did not exhibit quasi-canards or reached the axial solution (package
DifferentialEquations.jl v6.20.0, Algorithms: Vern7 & Rodas4 with automatic stiffness
detection). We used an AR1 process to create red noise and scaled the variance of the red
noise to the variance from the original white noise using the technique in Wichmann et al. [36]
where the ratio of white noise to red noise variances is used to scale individual noise values
in the red noise sequence.
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All analyses were done using julia version 1.7.0. [37]
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Small slowing of consumer growth rate
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Small increases in 1/ε moves the real-complex divide towards the Hopf bifurcation and thus,
increases the proportion of efficiency “parameter space” that produces real eigenvalues
(Figure 3a). In other words, increasing 1/ε, reduces the excitability of the system. We also
proved using the non-dimensional type I version of the Rosenzweig-MacArthur consumerresource model that increasing 1/ε, increases the efficiency value where the real/complex
divide occurs (see SI Section Proof of excitability decreasing when slowing the consumer).
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With a small increase in 1/ε (from 1 to 1.667), the average autocorrelation function (ACF) line
flattens out indicating reduced manifestation of quasi-cycles (Figure 3 b & c)
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Figure 3 Slowing the consumer by a small amount stabilizes the consumer-resource
interaction by decreasing excitability and reducing the manifestation of quasi-cycles. a)
Proportion of efficiency “parameter space” that produces completely real eigenvalues for each
1/ε value where the full efficiency “parameter space” corresponds to the distance between the
efficiency values that produce the transcritical and Hopf bifurcations. b) & c) average ACF for
each lag value for 1000 simulations of the consumer-resource model perturbed each time
step by normally distributed noise (with mean 0.0 and variance 0.001) with 1/ε values of 1 and
1.667 respectively.
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Large slowing of consumer growth rate
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Large increases in 1/ε continued to move the real-complex divide towards the Hopf bifurcation
with the proportion of efficiency “parameter space” that produces real eigenvalues
asymptoting just under 1.0 (Figure 4a).
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As long as 1/ε was large enough, we found quasi-canards when the consumer-resource
model had small efficiency values producing non-excitable and locally stable dynamics (small
efficiency values) (Figure 4b). When the consumer-resource model had larger efficiency
values model producing excitable but still locally stable dynamics, small and large values of
1/ε produced quasi-canards (Figure 4 c & d). For very large 1/ε values, the proportion of
simulations that exhibited quasi-canards decreased (Figure 4 c & d). However, this was
because the consumer growth rate was so slow that the time required to find a quasi-canard
increased as evidenced by comparing the two dashed lines for 6,000 and 24,000 time steps.
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Generally, population disappearances (quasi-canard or axial solution) were more likely to be
found when the consumer was perturbed by reddened noise compared to when the consumer
was perturbed by white noise (Figure 5). For a small value of 1/ε, a non-excitable, locally
stable consumer-resource model did not exhibit any quasi-canards regardless of the noise
autocorrelation but did reach the axial solution for reddened noise (Figure 5a). When the
consumer-resource model had a small 1/ε value and was excitable but still locally stable
(larger efficiency values), increasing the noise autocorrelation increased the proportion of
simulations that exhibited quasi-canards (Figure 5 b & c). For a large value of 1/ε, a nonexcitable, locally stable consumer-resource model exhibited quasi-canards and axial solutions
when the noise autocorrelation was high (Figure 5d). When the consumer-resource model
had a large 1/ε value and was excitable but still locally stable (larger efficiency values), quasicanards were mostly found but higher noise autocorrelation increased the proportion of
simulations where the axial solution was reached (Figure 5 e & f).
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Figure 4 Quasi-canards can be found for a variety of efficiency values within certain
boundaries of ε parameter space. a) Proportion of efficiency “parameter space” that produces
completely real eigenvalues for each 1/ε value. Thin dashed lines depict the effective
proportion of efficiency “parameter space” for each efficiency value that produces b), c) & d)
e Hopf −0.5
(e.g.
). With an efficiency value of 0.5, the model is essentially always real
e Hopf − e transcritical
regardless of the 1/ε value. With an efficiency value of 0.65, the model is complex with
smaller values of 1/ε and real with larger values of 1/ε. With an efficiency value of 0.7, the
model is always complex regardless of the 1/ε value. b), c), d) proportion of 1000 simulations
per value of 1/ε that exhibited quasi-canards with constant efficiency values of 0.5, 0.65, 0.7
respectively. Bold and thin dashed lines correspond to 6,000 and 24,000 time steps
respectively.
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Figure 5 Increasing the correlation of consecutive noise time points (red noise), increases the
proportion of simulations exhibiting population disappearances where quasi-canards (purple)
and axial solution (green) would be population disappearances. For a), b), c), d), e), & f) the
noise (AR1 process) correlation was varied from 0.0 to 0.9. The top row ( a), b), & c) ) had a
1/ε value of 12.7. and the bottom row ( d), e), & f) ) had a 1/ε value of 250. Each column of
plots had efficiency values of 0.5, 0.65, and 0.7 respectively.
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Discussion
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Using the simple technique of changing the time scales within the Rosenzweig-MacArthur
consumer-resource model, we set up a biologically motivated mathematical experiment
exploring the stability of faster and slower life histories with an emphasis on whether slow life
history strategies can be destabilized into sudden population disappearances when pushed
by large perturbations such as red noise. This experiment was achieved because changing
the time scales of the consumer using ε also changes the maximum consumer intrinsic
growth rate, a population parameter that in nature is negatively correlated with the fast to slow
life history continuum [14]. With a small decrease in consumer growth rate, stability increases.
With a larger decrease in consumer growth rate, stability decreases because the consumer
and resource are more susceptible to sudden population disappearances. Indeed, for a broad
range of epsilon values (0.001~0.15) that are indicative of slower life history strategies (low
mass specific metabolic rate, weak growth rates or weak numerical responses), we have
found that sudden population disappearances can occur even when the consumer interacts
weakly with the resource and exhibits monotonic dynamics (i.e. real eigenvalue and
consumer isocline lies well onto the right half of the resource isocline [29]). Furthermore,
increasing the correlation of noise increased the likelihood of sudden population
disappearances. Although the range in epsilon is different, Yodzis & Innes’s [26] biologically
plausible consumer-resource model similarly exhibits quasi-canards (see SI Section
“Biologically plausible parameters” & SI Figure 3). Consequently, our results are general and
suggest that such transient-driven instability ought to occur under increasingly reddened
perturbations with climate change.
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330

Our results do confirm a gradient in stability along the slow-fast life history continuum. With a
small decrease in consumer growth rate, the excitability of the consumer-resource interaction
decreases with concomitant reduced manifestation of quasi-cycles in the face of tiny
perturbations every time step. However, those same tiny perturbations cumulatively can
produce large instability and population disappearances when the consumer has a small
growth rate. Another way of conceptualizing this stability gradient is a trade off along the slowfast continuum between low short-term stability but high resistance to large perturbations for
fast organisms and high short-term stability but low resistance to large perturbations for slow
organisms. This trade-off is corroborated by other researchers where organisms with slow
growth rates and long generation times are thought to buffer small disturbances well but can
be unstable depending on the type and strength of perturbations [24,25]. One caveat is that
increasing the energy flux of the system appeared to reduce the stability gradient along the
slow-fast continuum as shown by increasing proportions of quasi-canards for locally excitable
consumer-resource models. A common finding is that increasing the excitability of an
interaction — usually through increasing the energy flux of an interaction (i.e. ae/m) — leads
to higher instability and variability [21,38]. Thus, adding noise to an already highly excitable
interaction can lead to transient-driven sudden population disappearances. Overall, there
appears to be a gradient in stability along the slow-fast continuum that is mediated by energy
flux in the system.
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The combination of life history and red noise significantly increased the opportunities for
transient dynamics and sudden population disappearances. Reddening the noise in our
consumer-resource model increased the likelihood of sudden population disappearances for
both fast and slow organisms. However, the onset of sudden population disappearances
occurred with less autocorrelation for slower organisms. To understand this pattern, we must
examine the relative time scales of the autocorrelation and the system population processes
[6]. Slowing the life history is effectively increasing the time scale of the population response
processes, and thus the system will stay for longer in the phase space region the system was
pushed into after a perturbation. Increasing the autocorrelation increases the time scale of the
perturbations, and thus the perturbation effectively feels larger to the system. Another way to
understand how slow life histories and reddened noise interact, is to use the analogy of a
rusty ratchet. White noise is akin to a ratchet without a pawl and can spin in any direction but
red noise is akin to a ratchet with a pawl that has a tendency to spin in one direction for a
period of time (Figure 6). Because the reddened noise has a tendency to produce similar
values for a period of time, reddened noise consistently pushes the dynamics of the
consumer-resource model far from the local area around the stable equilibria. The slow life
history is akin to rust in the ratchet which slows the spinning speed and in the system
increases the difficulty for the trajectories to return to the local area around the equilibria.
Related research has examined how multiple discrete disturbances can kick dynamics out of
basins of attraction to produce different dynamical outcomes (flow-kick dynamics: Meyer et al.
[39]). These researchers found that rare but large disturbances can have the same effect as
frequent and small disturbances. Reddened noise is similar to frequent and small
disturbances, pushing dynamics far from their attracting equilibria (the kicks in flow-kick
dynamics). Furthermore, slowing life histories reduces the relative time available for
organisms to respond to the disturbances (the flow in flow-kick dynamics), thus adding to
pushing dynamics far from their attracting equilibria. As illustrated by our model and by
15
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comparisons to flow-kick dynamics, reddened noise plus slow life histories have huge
potential for low stability and sudden population disappearances.
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Figure 6 Illustration of simplified trajectories with white noise and red noise imposed on
consumer and resource isoclines and vector field diagram when 1/ε is large. We use the
analogy of a rusty ratchet to illustrate the interaction of slow life histories with reddened noise.
White noise is similar to a ratchet wheel without the pawl (can spin in any direction) and
reddened noise is similar to a ratchet with the pawl (has the tendency to spin in one direction).
Slow life history is akin to rust in the ratchet which slows the spinning speed.
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Intriguingly, our examination of slow life histories with stochasticity exhibiting sudden
population disappearances is a further example of how stochasticity is immensely useful in
ecological research to understand the full nonlinear dynamics of ecosystems [6,33,40]. First,
stochasticity can act to uncover underlying processes (Boettiger [6] coined the phrase noise
the informer for this phenomenon). Similar to quasi-cycles where stochastic resonance is
visible in advance of a Hopf bifurcation, the quasi-canards also occur in advance of the Hopf
bifurcation after which deterministic canards occur. Although noise has the same effect of
uncovering an imminent Hopf bifurcation leading to either deterministic cycles or canards, the
mechanism producing the quasi-cycles and quasi-canards are different. The quasi-cycles are
stochasticity interacting with local nonlinear dynamics (excitability). The quasi-canards are
slow life histories plus reddened noise pushing dynamics towards non-local nonlinear
dynamics. Second, stochasticity can be used to reveal differences in stability from what our
normal linear stability analysis would find. One method to reveal these differences in stability
is through using the stochastic equivalent of potential functions called quasipotentials where
potential functions and quasipotentials can be simplified conceptually to the ball and cup
analogy [41]. The quasipotentials for our model with different 1/ε values show the stretching of
the quasipotential along the resource isocline due to stochasticity, then the quasi-canard
shape when efficiency is large enough, and finally the flattening of the quasipotential quasicanard shape with a larger 1/ε value (see SI Figure 4). Linear stability analysis would solely
16
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focus on the tiny region around the intersect of the consumer and resource isoclines. In
contrast, the flattened quasipotentials reveal other possible dynamics (quasi-canards) in
addition to the stable interior equilibria. Overall, stochasticity can both produce and reveal
divergent dynamical outcomes from the normal linear stability analysis.
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Sudden population disappearances from transient dynamics may not necessarily lead to the
full extirpation of a species. Instead, the interaction may be lost with detrimental cascading
consequences on the ecosystem [42]. In our study, we used a consumer-resource model that
represents a fundamental interaction within ecosystems [43]. Our model shows that even with
moderate differences between relative speeds of the consumer and resource, the conditions
necessary to lose the interaction — small abundances of both organisms — can occur. For
the quasi-canard, the initial small abundances of the resource can lead to continued small
abundance of consumers. Alternatively, when the dynamics reach the axial solution, the
consumer is completely lost with the resource remaining. Either way, the consumer-resource
interaction is lost. Overall, interactions with large differences in relative life history speeds or
interactions that experience red noise are likely prone to sudden population disappearances
and at the very least to interaction loss due to the large nonlinear fluctuations.
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Conclusion
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Through the technique of varying life history growth rates along the slow-fast continuum within
the classic Rosenzweig-MacArthur model, we have shown that life history has interesting
stability consequences depending on the speed. Slowing the life history can increase stability
in the face of many tiny perturbations up to a point, after which slowing the life history can
dramatically decrease stability with the potential for sudden population disappearances.
Adding positively correlated noise to an already slowed consumer increases the occurrence
of sudden population disappearances because the system is easily and frequently pushed
away from the stable equilibria into transient dynamics. Although the consumer-resource motif
is fundamental and can inform much of food web theory, our study examines a single
consumer-resource interaction. The interaction of many more organisms with varying life
histories is required. Furthermore, other examples of transient-driven sudden population
disappearances should be explored especially in the context of slow life histories and
reddened noise. Taken together, we have shown how life history along the slow-fast life
history continuum can impact the stability of systems and shown how human-caused red
noise will disproportionately impact slow living organisms through transient-driven sudden
population disappearances.
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Proof of excitability decreasing when slowing the consumer
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When examining the effect of slowing the consumer (increasing 1/ε) in the local region around
the interior equilibrium using the standard linear perturbation technique, the excitability of the
dynamics decreases. We prove this below using the more tractable consumer-resource
model with type I functional response that has been non-dimensionalized.
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With change of variables

447

X =x k ,Y =

448

and with non-dimensional parameters α =

449

the non-dimensionalized form of the type I functional response consumer-resource model is:
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dy
=ϵ ( α x y − β y )
dt
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Equilibria exist at
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x 1=0 , ^
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y 1=0
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The jacobian of the model is
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(1 −2ε αxy− y ε ( α−xx− β ) )
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x2 , ^
y 2, into the jacobian returns
Inputting the interior equilibrium, ^

−β −β
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(
)
ε α−β 0
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(
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Using the trace and determinant of this jacobian matrix we can get the characteristic
polynomial and the quadratic equation to solve for the eigenvalues:
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We are determining the boundary of real to complex eigenvalues, thus we must examine what
is inside the square root of the quadratic equation:
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< 0 the eigenvalues are complex
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468

We can solve for α to find what parameter values produce α at the real/complex divide

469

a=

470
471

We can ignore the minus square root part (because β ϵ< √ β ϵ ( β ϵ +1 )always and we get a
negative alpha value which is impossible biologically).

472

Thus, we concentrate on

473

α=

474
475

We can differentiate the above equation with respect to ε to find out how the α value (at which
the real/complex divide occurs) changes.

476

dα
−β
=
d ϵ 4 ϵ √ β ϵ ( β ϵ +1 )

477

which is always negative when β and ε are positive (biologically they have to be).
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Therefore, if we decrease ε (slowing the consumer by increasing 1/ε), the α value — at which
the real/complex divide occurs — increases. Converting α back into its original dimensional
parameters, we see that if k and a are kept constant, e must increase to increase the nondimensional α parameter.
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Explanation of quasi-canard finder algorithm
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The algorithm checks that the trajectory has the characteristics of a quasi-canard. Thus, the
algorithm includes a return map at the maximum point of the resource isocline where canards
and quasi-canards must pass through. The algorithm also includes boxes along the attracting
and repelling manifolds (the right side of the resource isocline and the consumer axis
respectively) through which a quasi-canard should pass. The quasi-canard passes through
these checks in a particular order and so the algorithm ensures the order is correct. Below are
the six steps that the quasi-canard finder algorithm goes through. The full code can be found
in slowfast_canardfinder.jl of the Github repository.
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1. The algorithm finds all the points in the time series where the next sequential point
creates a vector that intersects with a line that sits at the Hopf bifurcation point on the
Resource isocline (the maximum of the Resource isocline). The line has a length of 5%
of the Hopf bifurcation point above and below the Hopf bifurcation point. If no points
are found, the algorithm does step six. If points are found, the points are collated and
passed to the next step.
24

β ϵ ± √ β ϵ ( β ϵ +1 )
2ϵ

β ϵ + √ β ϵ ( β ϵ +1 )
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2. The algorithm then takes all of these points and moves along the time series after
these points to identify the first point within a box that sits between the Hopf bifurcation
point and where the Resource isocline intersects with the Consumer axis. The box has
a width of 0.1. If no points are found, the algorithm does step six. If points are found,
the points are collated and passed to the next step.
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3. The algorithm then takes all of these points and moves along the time series after
these points to identify the first point within a box that sits between the 0 consumers
and 80% of where the Resource isocline intersects with the Consumer axis. The box
has a width of 0.1. If no points are found, the algorithm does step six. If points are
found, the points are collated and passed to the next step.
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4. The algorithm then takes all of these points and moves along the time series after
these points to identify the first point that sits close to the resource isocline. If no points
are found, the algorithm does step six. If points are found, the points are collated and
passed to the next step.
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5. The algorithm then takes all of these points and repeats step 1 to ensure a full cycle of
the quasi-canard. If the return map check is passed for the second time, the algorithm
returns “quasi-canard”, otherwise the algorithm does step six.
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6. The algorithm checks whether the final point in the time series is 0.0 consumers and
3.0 resources (where the axial solution exists). If so, the algorithm returns “axial”,
otherwise the algorithm returns “nothing”.
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Note, the sensitivity of this algorithm to find quasi-canards can be changed by varying the top
of the box in step three (changing the percentage of where the Resource isocline intersects
with the Consumer axis).
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Figure 1 Consumer-Resource phase plot with a quasi-canard, the resource isocline and the
consumer isocline in purple, blue, and orange respectively. The six steps of the algorithm
outlined above are depicted with green lines, boxes, and circles.
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Isoclines of Rosenzweig-MacArthur consumer-resource model

525

526
527

Figure 2 a), b), c) resource and consumer isoclines with efficiency values of 0.5, 0.65, 0.7
respectively.

528

Biologically Plausible Parameters

529
530
531

We used Yodzis & Innes’ [26] biologically plausible parameterization of the consumerresource model to test whether our sudden population disappearance results are general to
other parameter sets.
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aT
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f r ar
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y=
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538

Similar to Yodzis & Innes [26], we expressed the resource body mass in terms of the mass of
an equivalent endotherm operating at its physiological limit. We set our consumer as an
herbivorous endotherm.
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Thus, a T =54.9 , ar =34.3 , δ =0.55 , f J =0.99 , a J =89.2 , K=3.0
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To slow the consumer relative to the resource, we multiplied the resource/consumer body
mass ratio by ε (ε B = ε mER/mC). To maintain the same biomass loss from the resource (i.e.
when using the original B = mER/mC), we set

543

f e=

544
545

To ensure the full model was feasible (between the feasibility and Hopf boundaries in Yodzis
& Innes [26]), we set B = 10-6 and we restricted R0 to [0.7,1.82].

546

All other methods are the same as in the main Methods section.

( ε B )0.25
0.25
B
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Figure 3 In the Yodzis & Innes (1992) model, quasi-canards can be found for a variety of
efficiency values within certain boundaries of ε parameter space. a), b), c), d) resource and
consumer isoclines with R0 values of 1.2, 1.0, 0.8 respectively. e), f), g), h) proportion of 1000
simulations per value of 1/ε that exhibited quasi-canards with constant R0 values of 1.2, 1.0,
0.8 respectively. Bold and thin dashed lines correspond to 6,000 and 24,000 time steps
respectively.
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Quasipotentials
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The quasipotentials depicted below were created using the Rosenzweig-MacArthur consumer
-resource model with the same parameter values as the model in the main article. We used
the QPot package (version 1.2) in R to calculate the quasipotentials (Moore et al. 2016). We
maintained the overall intensity of noise but had different relative noise intensities between
the resource and the consumer (specifically 1:4, see Moore et al. (2016) for how to specify
different relative noise intensities).
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Figure 4 Quasipotentials for the consumer-resource models. The top row ( a) & b) ) had a 1/ε
value of 12.7 and the bottom row ( c) & d) ) had a 1/ε value of 250. Each column of plots had
efficiency values of 0.5 and 0.7 respectively. Resource and consumer isoclines are the blue
and orange lines respectively.
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Christopher Moore, Christopher Stieha, Ben Nolting, Maria Cameron and Karen Abbott
(2016). QPot: Quasi-Potential Analysis for Stochastic Differential Equations. R package
version 1.2. https://github.com/bmarkslash7/QPot.
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